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Mpemba effect
The Mpemba effect, named after Erasto Mpemba in
1963, is the observation that, in some circumstances,
warmer water can freeze faster than colder water.
Although there is evidence of the effect, there is
disagreement on exactly what the effect is and under
what circumstances it occurs.

Mpemba effect - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mpemba_effect
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Does cold or hot water boil faster?



Can hot water freeze faster than cold?



Why hot water freeze faster than cold?



Why does warm water freeze faster?



Mpemba effect - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mpemba_effect
The Mpemba effect is a process in which hot water can freeze faster than cold water. The
phenomenon is temperature-dependent. There is disagreement about the parameters
required to produce the effect and about its theoretical basis.

Definition · Observations · Suggested explanations · Recent views · Similar effects

Mpemba effect: Why hot water can freeze faster than cold
phys.org › Physics › General Physics
Mpemba Effect. Image: James Brownridge (PhysOrg.com) -- Scientists have known for
generations that hot water can sometimes freeze faster than cold, an effect known as the
Mpemba effect, but until now have not understood why. Several theories have been
proposed, but one scientist believes he has the answer.

Can hot water freeze faster than cold water?
math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/General/hot_water.html
If true, this could explain the Mpemba effect because the initially cold water would need
to "do more work"; â€” that is, get colder â€” in order to freeze. However, this also cannot
be considered "the" sole explanation of the Mpemba effect.

Hot water freezes faster than cold - and now we know why
...
www.iflscience.com/chemistry/hot-water-freezes-faster-cold-and-now...
Hot water seems to freeze faster than cold water, known as the Mpemba effect. The
effect was named after the Tanzanian student who in 1963 noticed that hot ice cream mix
freezes faster than a cold one. The effect was first observed by Aristotle in the 4th
century BC, then later Francis Bacon and René Descartes.

What Is the Mpemba Effect on Water? - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/the-mpemba-effect-definition-609415
Simply stated, the Mpemba Effect is the name given to the phenomenon when hot water
freezes more quickly than cold water. Although the effect has been observed for
centuries, it was not published as a scientific observation until 1968.

Mpemba effect - lsbu.ac.uk
www1.lsbu.ac.uk/water/mpemba_effect.html
Hot water may freeze faster than cold water. Grossly misleading paper. Hot water may
freeze faster than cold water. The ability of hot water to freeze faster than cold seems
counter-intuitive as it would seem that hot water must first become cold water and
therefore the time required for this will always delay its freezing relative to cold water.

The Mpemba effect: fact or fiction? | News | Chemistry
World
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/the-mpemba-effect-fact-or...
He confirmed Mpembaâ€™s original observations and the pair published a paper together
in 1969. Itâ€™s a nice story. Is the effect real? Scientists donâ€™t actually agree on
whether or â€¦

Investigating the 'Mpemba Effect': Can Hot Water Freeze
...
www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Phys_p...
Physics science project to experiment with the Mpemba effect and determine whether
hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Does Hot Water Freeze Faster Than Cold Water? -
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkH2iX0rx8U

Feb 08, 2017 · Does Hot Water Freeze Faster Than Cold
Water? ... Can hot water freeze faster than cold water? ...
Making Snow with Boiling Water *HUGE MPEMBA…
EFFECT ...Author: Sciencium
Views: 1M

Making Snow with Boiling Water *HUGE MPEMBA
EFFECT ...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3VHGTQQs-4

Jan 12, 2014 · Making Snow with Boiling Water *HUGE
MPEMBA EFFECT* experiment at SUB-ZERO
temperatures Sippy. ... The Mpemba Effect and why hot…
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